DocStar Success Story

Chester County Conservation District
DocStar Imaging System Linked With GIS Software to Speed Document Access
For Chester County Conservation District
Company Facts
Overview
XX Location: Kennett
Square, Pennsylvania
XX Industry: Municipal Government
XX Number of Employees: 18
XX Website: www.chesco.org/205/
conservation-district

Success Highlights
Challenges
XX Information retrieval and reporting
was difficult and time-consuming
XX Large-format file storage took up
unnecessary space

The Chester County, Pennsylvania Conservation District has integrated a DocStar imaging system
with an industry-leading geographic information system (GIS) software product in a powerful,

Solution

but easy-to-use records management solution that has dramatically accelerated the organization’s

XX DocStar ECM

access to critical information.

Benefits

“The Chester County system demonstrates how the value of DocStar—speed, simplicity and

XX Dramatically accelerated access to
critical information

efficiency—can be maximized through seamless integration with a critical business application,”

XX Increased operational efficiency
and responsiveness

our imaging system’s powerful document management capabilities in a transparent, end-to-end

®

XX Linked with existing GIS systems to
create seamless interaction
XX Cut costs by eliminating paper file
storage space

said Thomas Franceski, DocStar president. “Integration can provide users with fingertip access to
process that doesn’t interrupt their everyday work.”
According to District officials, this solution has increased operational efficiency and
responsiveness, helping the organization to fulfill its mission of providing civic leadership in land
use and conservation for a county of 433,000 people.
The solution links powerful search and retrieval capabilities of the imaging system from DocStar
with ArcMap (ArcView version 8.1), GIS and mapping software from ESRI, the world leader in
a GIS technology. This is the first such integration of DocStar with a customer line of business
application, and the company is actively pursuing many others.
ArcMap provides a simple graphical interface showing a map of Chester County through which
District staff—primarily non-technical users—can locate documents quickly. Within the visual
interface, plots of land where the county is actively processing required documentation are
color-coded on the map. Users click the computer mouse on a desired plot, which automatically
displays a list of all related documents in the case file—with one more click, users can view any
specific document.
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